Identification of novel initiation sites for human DNA replication around ARSH1, a previously characterized yeast replicator.
Replication of mammalian chromosomes depends on the activation of a large number of origins of DNA replication distributed along the chromosomes. We have focused our attention on a human DNA region, named ARSH1, localized to chromosome 2, that had been previously shown to act as an episomal origin in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. In the present study we have used a nascent strand DNA abundance assay to map initiation sites for DNA replication in in vivo human chromosomes around a 5 kb region encompassing ARSH1. This analysis applied to a 1-1.4 kb nascent DNA strand fraction isolated from normal skin fibroblasts revealed the presence of two major initiations sites surrounding the ARSH1 region. With an equivalent DNA fraction obtained from HeLa cells, in addition to these sites, a broad initiation profile was observed which included the ARSH1 region. This DNA region however was not sufficient to support episomal replication of an ARSH1-containing plasmid transfected into HeLa cells.